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 Abstract—In this paper, we have extended the analysis of the 
modified Playfair cipher, which includes interweaving and 
iteration, by considering a plaintext of any size.  Here, we have 
carried out cryptanalysis and examined the avalanche effect.  
From this analysis, we have found that the cipher is a strong 
one and it cannot be broken by any cryptanalytic attack. 
 
Index Terms—interweaving, inverse interweaving, 
substitution matrix.   

I. INTRODUCTION 
  In a recent investigation [1], we have modified the Playfair 
cipher [2] by including interweaving and iteration.  In this, 
the substitution table is represented in the form of a matrix 
of size 8x16.  Further, the key consists of 64 distinct 
numbers, which lie between 0 and 127.  The plaintext is 
taken in the form of a matrix of size 8x2.  Thus the size of 
the key is 448 bits and the size of the plaintext is 112 bits. 

For a detailed account of the formation of the substitution 
matrix, and for the rules in the development of the cipher, 
one may refer to section II of [1]. 

In the present paper, we extend the analysis of the above 
cipher, by taking a plaintext of any size in general.  However, 
we focus our attention on two cases: (1) The plaintext is a 
matrix of size 8x8, and (2) It is of size 8xm, where m 
depends upon the length of the plaintext. 

Here, we notice that the substitution and the interweaving 
together with the iteration play a predominant role in 
strengthening the cipher. 

In section II of this paper, we present the development of 
the cipher. In section III, we put forth the encryption and 
decryption algorithms. Then in section IV, we illustrate the 
cipher with a pair of examples. We discuss the cryptanalysis 
and Avalanche effect in sections V and VI respectively. 
Finally we deal with the conclusions in section VII. 

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CIPHER 
Consider a plaintext P.  On using the ASCII code, let it be 

represented in the form of a matrix of size nxm, by placing 
the numbers, corresponding to the plaintext characters, in a 
column wise manner (pad if needed). 
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 Let the plaintext matrix P be represented as 
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Let us now describe the process of substitution.  To this 

end, we focus our attention on the first two columns of this 
matrix.  On using the set of substitution rules (mentioned in 
[1]), the matrix P assumes the form 
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where Qs are the elements obtained on substitution. 

We now take the third and fourth columns of the P, and 
carryout the substitution process by using the substitution 
matrix.  In a similar manner, we perform the substitution to 
the pairs of columns (5, 6), (7, 8) and so on till we exhaust 
all the columns.  However, if the plaintext matrix contains 
odd number of columns, we pad it by including eight more 
additional characters, so that the number of columns 
becomes even.  Then the matrix assumes its final form at the 
end of the substitution, denoted by Q. 

We now apply the process of interweaving on the matrix 
obtained above.  Firstly, we convert the elements of Q into 
their binary form.  Since each element of Q lies between 0 
and 127, it can be represented in terms of seven binary bits. 
Thus we have  
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We now take the first column of b, and give a circular 
rotation, so that it assumes the form [b21,b31,b41,…bn1,b11]T, 
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where T denotes the transpose of the vector. 
Here, each element of the column is moved up by one row 

with the element in the first row circularly following the last.  
We apply similar procedure on all the odd numbered 
columns.  We then apply a circular left shift by one position 
on all the even numbered rows. 

Converting the matrix b into its decimal form, we get the 
modified Q. 

On applying the aforementioned processes, i.e., 
substitution and interweaving for N rounds, we get the 
ciphertext C.  This completes the process of encryption.  The 
process of decryption is opposite to that of encryption.  The 
reverse process of interweaving is called as inverse 
interweaving and that of substitution as reverse substitution.  
These are employed in the process of decryption.  The 
schematic diagram describing the cipher is given in Fig. 1 

 
a) Encryption                 b) Decryption 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the cipher 
In this analysis, N denotes the number of iterations and it is taken as 16 
Algorithms 

A. Algorithm for encryption 

1. read n,N,K,P; 
2. Construct Substitution matrix 
3. P0 = P; 
4. for i=1 to N { 
 Pi = Substitute(Pi-1); 

interweave(); 
    } 
5. C = Substitute(PN); 
6. write C; 
B. Algorithm for decryption 

1. read n,N,K,C; 
2. Construct Substitution matrix 
3. PN =reverse substitute(C); 
4. for i=N to 1 { 
  invinterweave(); 
  Pi-1 = reverse substitute(Pi); 
    } 
5. P=P0; 

6. write P; 
C. Algorithm for interweave 

1. construct [bij],i=1ton,j=1to7m from P; 
2. for j=1 to 7m in step 2 { 
  k=b1j; 
  for i=1 to n-1{ 
   bij=b(i+1)j; 
  } 
  bnj=k; 
    } 
3. for i=2 to n in step 2 { 
  k=bi1; 
  for j=1 to 7m-1 { 
   bij=bi(j+1); 
  } 
  bin=k; 
    } 
4. Construct P from bij; 
D Algorithm for invinterweave 

1. construct [bij],i=1to8,j=1to7m from P; 
2. for i= n to 2 in step 2 { 
  k=bi7m; 
  for j= 7m to 2{ 
   bij=bi(j-1); 
  } 
      bi1=k; 
    } 
3. for j = 7m-1 to 1 in step 2{ 
 k=bnj; 
 for i= n to 2 { 
  bij=b(i-1)j; 
 } 
 b1j=k; 
    } 
4. Construct P from bij; 

III. ILLUSTRATION OF THE CIPHER 
Consider the plaintext given below. 

No one shall forget the past.  The destruction of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, as the destiny speaks, shall be 
remembered for ever.  Whenever we think of the 
development of the nuclear energy, we must fully feel that it 
should be utilized for the welfare of the mankind.  Transmit 
this message as safely as you can.             (3) 

Let us focus our attention on the first sixty four characters 
of the plaintext given by 
No one shall forget the past.  The destruction of Hiroshima 
andb                             (4) 

This plaintext, in its ASCII representation, when 
arranged in the form of an 8x8 matrix, assumes the form 

































=

321041111148432114115
100115321163210111132
11011111011532104102101
971141111014611632110
3210510510011632108111
97721163211511610832
10932991019710197111
10510211710411210310478

P

  

 (5) 
On adopting the procedure described in section II of [1], 
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we get the substitution matrix given by (6).  

 
On applying the substitution process, we get the modified 

plaintext, denoted by P1, as 
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689283111756610547
9851555766923667
103749811268924797
10110911410310867092
6436498575511919
126595755108122855
36594712398103103105
10911563981191109586

P1

            

(7) 
On using the process of interweaving, we get the 

transformed plaintext as 

































=

6911823103951061257
77511021196456787
98985512064924667
75316975892514104
694480981082310225
8499881101141005947
11659591151021113499
891189584697731121

P1

      

(8) 
After carrying out all the 16 iterations, we get the 

ciphertext C in the form 

































=

9435221817113164
1158220116998810881
8999696744795971
8168902551201101
465236123474011928
1689510595511431
6042441231168711486
653612212614405642

C

   (9) 

In the process of decryption, we take the cipher text C, 
obtained above, and apply the reverse substitution procedure.  
Thus we get 

































=

1231242117254512248
518191131128911579
7135686619775570
86647624341169222
4260924111461111
238214441991056
2911209452798384
324159821055247

PN

          (10) 

On employing the inverse interweaving process, we get the 
modified PN as 

































=

1231246857884512350
7798681857766171
333472191113878
42234121506343
4344586105804577
313329428148184
24825116971018286
81104231717609053

PN

       (11) 

After carrying out all the sixteen iterations, we get the 
plaintext in the form 

































=

321041111148432114115
100115321163210111132
11011111011532104102101
971141111014611632110
3210510510011632108111
97721163211511610832
10932991019710197111
10510211710411210310478

P

   (12) 

The ciphertext corresponding to the entire plaintext (taken 
as blocks of 64 characters), given in (3), in hexadecimal 
notation, is 
14A0D71B4E82199113E8D2AFB01C541E081B70390B42
20CB1AD6E0A12FDF882AADF1A1498C997D0EB4767F
E1CF206DAE946ED6CF49F00CDC5211BF1AD19088986
2349123053D1E98A29DE314D7ACA4FB2C177637CB41
926D02A45512A534C9C4C1159F9F33A00FE187FA6D4
E77A22573C13948B7EF9CB3B4952CD1831587B165F95
0DE536EC81492C712A15E.                    
(13) 

We now take another example, wherein the entire 
plaintext, given in (3), is taken as a single block, consisting 
of 312 characters.  Let us now pad the plaintext by including 
eight more characters, say, s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z. Then the plaintext, 
consisting of 320 characters, is arranged in the form of a 
matrix of size 8x40.  For convenience, this is represented as 
P=[AB], where A and B are given in (14) and (15) 
respectively. 

The ciphertext corresponding to the above mentioned 
plaintext (taken as a single block of 320 characters), in its 
hexadecimal notation, is obtained as  

E7C24E39557A51FD112BB453F2CCA78E0EE3F6E80
278D85DE7F668613DEBCA24925B91CEF6D9413026CA
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1D10D221B0CD0F8B5FE77D456124F7E9C0172333A9D
FD49CDBF8056A1B748EA2418FC0AEFFEB900ACD215
B7725801F6A3C5AAEE3277FC89400C16BAAF7313B42

A698A7B0809D5F95FCCDC89FA82BCE9E94DFBCC26
B6CC1CC713DD61353FDF6AE4483.  It can be verified

 that the ciphertext obtained above can be brought back to 
its original form by applying the decryption process. 

IV. CRYPTANALYSIS 

It is well known to us that the general types of 
cryptanalytic attacks are (1) Ciphertext only (Brute force) 
attack, (2) Known plaintext attack and (3) Chosen 
plaintext/ciphertext attack.  When the ciphertext is known to 
us, we take various plaintexts one after another and try to see 
if any one of the plaintexts taken by us yields the ciphertext 
under consideration.  In this problem, when the size of the 
plaintext matrix is 8x8 i.e. 448 binary bits, the different 
possible plaintexts which we have to make use of, are 2448 
(≈10134.4).  As this is a very large number, the cipher cannot 
be broken by the brute force attack.  When the size of the 
plaintext matrix is immensely large (i.e., in the case of the 
plaintext matrix of size 8x40), this brute force attack is totally 
ruled out. 

In this problem, the key consists of 64 distinct numbers, 
where each number lies between 0 and 127.  Thus the size of 
the key space is 64

128P .  Hence it is impossible to find the 
plaintext corresponding to the given ciphertext by exhausting 
the computation with all possible keys. 

Now let us consider the known plaintext attack.  In this 
case, we know as many plaintext and ciphertext pairs as we 
require.  As we know the plaintext at the beginning of the 
first iteration, and the ciphertext at the end of the last 
iteration, linking them directly in any manner and 
determining the key in any way is totally impossible, as there 
are a number of transformations in between. 

 A choice of the plaintext or a choice of the ciphertext for 
the determination of the key cannot be done as the plaintext 
undergoes a number of transformations at various stages of 
the iterative process.   

Thus this approach also is not of any use. 
In the light of the above facts, we conclude that this cipher 

is a strong one and it cannot be broken by any cryptanalytic 
attack. 

V. AVALANCHE EFFECT 

On using the ASCII code, the plaintext, given in (4), can 
be represented in its binary form as 
100111011010001100111111000011010001110101110011
011010011101111110000111001011100001110010111000
110100000110110101000001101100111010011100110100
000111010010010001100001110111111011000100000111
010011001001101001110100101000001101110010000011
101000101110110010111011111110010110000111001011
100110110100001000001110011110111011011111101110
010000011011111100101010000011101000100000111001
111001001110011111001001000001010100111001011011
1111010000100000.                  
(16) 

If we change the 4th character from o to n (i.e., from ASCII 
code 111 to 110), the plaintext will be in the form 
100111011010001100111111000011010001110101110011
011010011101111110000111001011100001110010111000
110100000110110101000001101100111010011100110100
000111010010010001100001110111011011000100000111
010011001001101001110100101000001101110010000011
101000101110110010111011111110010110000111001011
100110110100001000001110011110111011011111101110
010000011011111100101010000011101000100000111001
111001001110011111001001000001010100111001011011
1111010000100000.                  
(17) 

It can be seen that the plaintexts, given in (16) and (17), 
differ by one bit. 
 The ciphertexts corresponding to the above plaintexts are 
000101001010000011010111000110110100111010000010
000110011001000100010011111010001101001010101111
101100000001110001010100000111100000100000011011
011100000011100100001011010000100010000011001011
000110101101011011100000101000010010111111011111
100010000010101010101101111100011010000101001001
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100011001001100101111101000011101011010001110110
011111111110000111001111001000000110110110101110
100101000110111011010110110011110100100111110000
0000110011011100                  
(18) 
and 
100111001111111100111000000011000000001011001100
001000010101001100110101000011011010101011110001
001010100011111111001111100010111110000010001000
001111010101001101010111011101010001001100101111
101010111001101000011110010001110101100000110010
100001000101010111010010110011100101000011010010
111000111011010100011001101100100110010000101110
010100000001100011001101101010000111111011100000
000111111101001011100010111000100001100100101110
0010111010110000.                  
(19) 

It can be readily verified that the ciphertexts, given in (18) 
and (19), differ by 235 bits.  This is quite considerable. 

We now change the key element K22 (i.e., second row and 
sixth column of (6)) from 102 to 103.  With this change, the 
key changes by one bit.  On applying the modified key on the 
original plaintext, given in (5), we get the corresponding 
ciphertext as 
111100111100111011111100111000010100011000111010
100101101000000101111000111010110001001100110101
000000011001111101001011111001010011011110001100
001101001011001000101110100000011111101101110000
110100010001010010111111001011000000101001000011
011010001101010010011000000100010101111001110100
010011110001000101101100110100111010111101000000
100000010111111110100000111000010000000111111111
111100111011001101010010011110000110111000010101
1100000000001100.                  
(20) 

The ciphertexts given in (18) and (20) differ by 241 bits 
which is conspicuous. 

From the above analysis, we notice that this cipher 
produces strong avalanche effect. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have extended the analysis of modified 
Playfair cipher by taking a very large plaintext into 
consideration.  Here, pairs of characters are taken from the 
adjacent columns (characters are taken from 1st and 2nd 
columns, 3rd and 4th columns, etc.) of the plaintext matrix for 
the purpose of substitution.  The process of interweaving and 
the process of substitution modify the plaintext at each stage 
of the iteration.  This causes confusion and diffusion in a 
systematic manner and enhances the strength of the cipher. 

The algorithms developed in this analysis for encryption 
and decryptions, along with the other requisites, are 
implemented in C language. 

The time required for the encryption of the entire plaintext 
in (3), (taken as a single block) is 20.5*10-3 seconds and that 
of the decryption is 20.5*10-3 seconds. 

From the cryptanalysis, and the avalanche effect carried 
out in this analysis, we conclude that the cipher is a potential 
one, and it cannot be broken by any cryptanalytic attack. 
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